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ABSTRACT

A new diamond anvil cell experimental approach has been implemented at the European x-ray Free Electron Laser, combining pulsed laser
heating with MHz x-ray diffraction. Here, we use this setup to determine liquidus temperatures under extreme conditions, based on the
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determination of time-resolved crystallization. The focus is on a Fe-Si-O ternary system, relevant for planetary cores. This time-resolved diag-
nostic is complemented by a finite-element model, reproducing temporal temperature profiles measured experimentally using streaked optical
pyrometry. This model calculates the temperature and strain fields by including (i) pressure and temperature dependencies of material proper-
ties, and (ii) the heat-induced thermal stress, including feedback effect on material parameter variations. Making our model more realistic,
these improvements are critical as they give 7000 K temperature differences compared to previous models. Laser intensities are determined by
seeking minimal deviation between measured and modeled temperatures. Combining models and streak optical pyrometry data extends tem-
perature determination below detection limit. The presented approach can be used to infer the liquidus temperature by the appearance of SiO2

diffraction spots. In addition, temperatures obtained by the model agree with crystallization temperatures reported for Fe–Si alloys. Our model
reproduces the planetary relevant experimental conditions, providing temperature, pressure, and volume conditions. Those predictions are then
used to determine liquidus temperatures at experimental timescales where chemical migration is limited. This synergy of novel time-resolved
experiments and finite-element modeling pushes further the interpretation capabilities in diamond anvil cell experiments.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0149836

I. INTRODUCTION

Determination of incongruent (i.e., partial) melting in geoma-
terials is crucial to understand planetary evolution, from the early
differentiation during the magma ocean stage to crystallization of
planetary cores and the heat budget of planetary dynamos.1,2

Laser-heated diamond anvil cell (LH-DAC) experiments combined
with x-ray diffraction (XRD) are a commonly used method to
probe partial melting under high pressure and high temperature
conditions. However, it remains challenging for LH-DAC experi-
ments using conventional methods to accurately resolve liquidus
temperatures due to chemical migration during the experiments.
Therefore, results from melting experiments using LH-DAC can
exhibit large discrepancies between each other.3–5 Different chemi-
cal migration processes were suggested to explain those discrepan-
cies including carbon contamination6 (Fig. 1).

One key feature of this chemical migration is the resulting dif-
ference between the composition of the initial sample and the com-
position of the liquid probed at high temperatures.

Indeed, one of the most problematic issues related to tempera-
ture gradients is the consequent chemical migration inside the
sample (Fig. 1). Chemical migration is observed in the solid state7,8

or related to partial melting.9,10 Different phenomena are suggested
to explain this chemical migration in the presence of temperature
gradients. Among those, one of the most discussed is the Soret
effect.7,11 In addition, the surface tension12 as well as the convec-
tion upon melting13 could cause chemical migration inside the par-
tially molten sample. All these effects induce a chemical gradient
between the hot and cold part of the sample, with the probed area
then having a different composition from the initial bulk one.

In order to minimize this chemical migration, a new experi-
mental approach has been developed, combining time-resolved
x-ray diffraction and pulse laser heating. The MHz pulse train
structure of the European x-ray Free Electron Laser (EuXFEL) is
particularly suited to study partial melting as it allows for time-
resolved x-ray diffraction where each x-ray pulse is spaced hun-
dreds of nanoseconds apart. Microsecond heating and cooling
timescales are sufficiently short to suppress chemical migration
during event, and the high x-ray intensities at EuXFEL provide dif-
fraction patterns with a high signal-to-noise ratio.14

Experiments were performed at EuXFEL at 2:257MHz x-ray
pulse frequency (one pulse every 443 ns), with XRD acquired by an
Adaptive Gain Integrating Pixel Detector (AGIPD) 500 k, capable
of acquiring separately each pulse. Upon each pulse train, streaked
optical pyrometry (SOP) measurements were collected in order to
obtain surface temperature data along with the XRD data. To be
more finely constrained, temperature analysis and XRD data are
complemented by numerical modeling, which is done with the
finite-element method (FEM) using the COMSOL commercial soft-
ware.15 FEM can provide constraints on the temperature distribu-
tion inside the sample, the temperature gradients throughout the
heating event, as well as evaluate the thermal stress. Differences
between simple parametric temperature estimates in the pressure
medium16 and FEM model results17 highlight their importance for
LH-DAC experiments.

The presented experiment is focused on probing the Fe–Si–O
ternary phase diagram, Si and O being two possible major light ele-
ments in the Earth’s liquid outer core.18 Fe-Si-O moreover

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of potential biases in laser heated diamond
anvil cell experiments (not to scale). PTM stands for pressure transmitting
medium. Temperature gradients inherent to laser heating might lead to (i) carbon
diffusion from the diamond anvil, leading to sample contamination, (ii) convection
inside the molten sample leading to enhanced chemical interaction at the solid–
liquid interface, (iii) Soret diffusion7,11 leading a priori to transfer of lighter elements
toward hot zone and heavier elements toward cold zone and observed in FeSiO
alloys.9 (iv) other forms of chemical diffusion, possibly leading to compositional
gradient. The mineralogical assemblage probed by XRD and used to infer phase
melting might, therefore, not correspond to the pristine sample compositions.
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represents an archetypal example of chemical migration in
LH-DAC.9 The aim of the experiment is to describe the liquidus
temperature observed by SiO2 recrystallization, as well as to bench-
mark our SOP measurements and FEM model following the well
constrained Fe–Si solidification temperatures of Fe–Si alloys.

For the first time in LH-DAC experiments, the Fe-Si-O
ternary system liquidus temperature could be measured under high
pressures owing to the strong chemical migration of Fe and SiO2

under standard experimental conditions.
In this paper, an overview of the experimental LH-DAC setup

is first provided in Sec. II, together with the methods used for
sample heating, XRD analysis achieved at the EuXFEL, and post-
mortem analysis. Then, Sec. III describes our FEM model, repro-
ducing the experimental conditions by using laboratory SOP values
and detailed material parameters taking into account heat transfer
and thermal pressure. Results and model output are presented in
Sec. IV after adjustment with the data. That section underlines how
models can enhance available temperature data and XRD interpre-
tation. The presented models are also compared to previous work
in order to highlight improvements in precision and interpretation
of experimental data. Section V concludes with some suggestion of
future model improvements.

II. METHODS

Experiments were performed at the high energy density
(HED) instrument19 at the EuXFEL using the dedicated DAC setup
in interaction chamber 2 (IC2).14,20 For our experiment (2605), we
used symmetric cells21 equipped with Boehler–Almax conical
support and diamond22 with a large aperture of 70� on the oppo-
site side of x-ray arrival direction (downstream), suited to access a
wide diffraction angular range, and a standard diamond on x-ray
arrival side (upstream). The sample chamber drilled in a Re gasket
pre-indented to 50 μm was loaded with an assembly of two KCl
disks (diameter 120 μm and thickness of 20 μm) surrounding an
Fe–Si–O alloy sample (Fig. 2) with a diameter of approximately
60 μm and 9:2 μm thickness. This alloy consists of 80:2 wt.% Fe,
12:35 wt.% Si, and 7:45 wt.% O measured by an electron micro-
probe and was synthesized by plasma vapor deposition (PVD)
(Dephis company).9

KCl was chosen as a pressure transmitting medium (PTM)
because it is not considered to react with iron3,24 in addition to its
good thermal insulation. In addition, KCl can be used as an internal
diffraction standard by monitoring the XRD peak shift (and thus
lattice volume change) related to pressure by its equation of state
(EoS).25 After loading, the entire cell is kept inside a vacuum oven at
120 �C in order to ensure dehydration and thus absence of water
inside the sample chamber. The pressure on the sample was
increased by tightening the screws and measured using the KCl XRD.

The experiment was performed inside interaction chamber 2
(IC2) using the DAC platform.14,26 High sample temperatures were
generated using double sided, on-axis, pulsed laser heating (SPI G4
laser with λ ¼ 1070 nm) with a 250 ns pulse length.

The laser is coming from a single source which is split into
two beams before being injected in the optical path by dichroïc
mirrors and brought to the sample’s surface by a series of optical
components.26 Incoming laser intensity on the sample’s surface can

be controlled by the polarizing beam splitting cubes (polarizers)
and rotating waveplates in each laser beampath, going upstream
and downstream of the DAC. The Gaussian shaped laser focal spot
size was 12–13 μm full width at half maximum (FWHM) (mea-
sured with a Thorlabs optical beam profiler).

Based on the prediction of the alloy’s corresponding ternary
phase diagram (Fig. 2), the formation of SiO2 and FeSi is expected
upon sufficiently high laser heating (typically above SiO2 melting
temperature around 4000–5000 K). To achieve this, we use a single
laser pulse in order to limit heating duration below the microsec-
ond and keep the composition as close as possible to the initial one
in order to follow the expected chemical pathway (i.e., to perform
the experiment faster than any chemical migration might happen).

SOP data were collected in a spectral mode27 using a
Hamamatsu streak camera with a S-20 photocathode coupled to a
Princeton Instrument spectrometer to acquire the optical surface
emission on the downstream side.26 The camera’s sweep window was
set to 5 μs. Calibration was done with a tungsten incandescence stan-
dard lamp used as a thermal source with a known temperature of
2900 K.

Temperature measurement using a streak camera is essential
for the short timing of the present experiment (5 μs); however, the
drawback is a reduced sensitivity. Only temperature measurements

FIG. 2. Demixing line of the ternary Fe–Si–O system. The purple point high-
lights the initial FeSiO alloy composition used during our experiment. The
dashed arrow represents the chemical pathway followed by the sample as it
cools down. This allows inferring the formation of SiO2 (lower right green star)
out of the initial alloy (purple star) until only pure FeSi remains (upper left red
star). The final Fe–Si ratio in the formed Fe–Si alloy (around 7 wt.% Si) is thus
controlled by the initial composition.
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above 4000 K were reliable here, requiring an extrapolation to
longer timescales and lower temperatures.

The experiment was performed using a photon energy of
18 keV (λ ¼ 0:6968 Å) producing high-brilliance pulse trains
(about 1010 photons per pulse).20 In agreement with the expected
sample cooling duration after a laser pulse, data were collected
using a pulse train with up to 40 pulses with a 443 ns separation
(2:257MHz repetition rate) that totals 17:277 μs. Due to the nature
of self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) of a FEL, the rela-
tive intensities of the pulses inside a train can fluctuate and were
measured for each train.20 The x-ray beam was focused using a series
of compound refractive lenses (CRLs) to a diameter below 10 μm,
smaller than the laser spot size to ensure probing a homogeneous
temperature distribution. Attenuators are used along the beam path
to limit x-ray intensity which can otherwise be high enough to
induce heating as demonstrated by previous experiments28,29 and
could heat on top of laser (up to 10 000 K for the Fe sample28,29).
The experiments presented in this study were performed with the
aim of keeping x-ray heating to a minimum. To ensure this experi-
mentally, we performed preliminary runs in order to assess the
amount of x-ray transmission needed to generate detectable heating
due to x-ray alone (with optical laser off). Heating was quantified by
the sample’s main diffraction peak shifting within a pulse train. The
absence of x-ray heating in the data was checked as well by varying
x-ray intensity model input and is explained more in detail in the
first section of the supplementary material.

Once the x-ray heating was minimized, the sample was moved
to an unheated position. On this fresh spot, a YAG laser pulse was
applied simultaneously to the attenuated x-ray pulse train. Spatial
alignment between laser and x-ray was verified before the shot. The
sample was laser heated in different locations (see diffraction maps
in the supplementary material). The adjustable delay between the
x ray and laser pulse was set to synchronize heating and probing;
starting the laser and x-ray pulse train nearly simultaneously. The
delay between pump and probe was set so that the first acquired
x-ray pulse provides a diffraction pattern of the bulk sample at
ambient temperature. Note that the SOP acquisition is shifted
compared to this starting moment and its acquisition starts
0:521 μs earlier than the laser pulse and 0:22 μs earlier than the
first x-ray. The laser heating pulse intensity was raised stepwise,
up to the value where a complete melting and crystallization
sequence was observed in the XRD data at different sample posi-
tions. Our analysis focuses on one run where heating produced
full melting.

Pulse-resolved XRD data were collected with an AGIPD30,31 at
the intra-train repetition rate of the XFEL pulse train (2.257MHz).
AGIPD was positioned outside of the vacuum chamber. The
sample-to-detector distance (422:3 mm), detector tilt, and rotation
were calibrated using a CeO2 diffraction standard in the DIOPTAS
software.23 Diffraction images were radially integrated using
DIOPTAS to produce 1D diffraction profiles for the image
sequence of the complete train plotted against 2Θ (see Fig. 3).

FIG. 3. Batch view of pulse train diffraction spectra series.23 The pulse frequency was 2:257 MHz (time range span of 17:16 μs for 40 pulses). The moments where
phases are first observed (spawn times) can be constrained by seeking the line apparition and checking for spots on the image plate. Observable phases are highlighted
and designated. The KCl peak partly fades over the first pulses where the maximum fiber laser intensity is delivered to the sample, meaning that it is likely almost entirely
molten inside the x-ray sampling zone. The first sample phase to crystallize upon cooling is SiO2. It is observed for the first time on the diffraction spectra at 2:2 μs (time
zero corresponding to the first x-ray pulse). The FeSi-fcc peaks entirely disappear within the first three pulses before re-appearing at 5:72 μs for the left peak. Note that
the second and fainter higher angle peaks of FeSi-fcc and SiO2 appear later in time, likely due to signal degradation at higher angles and large crystal size.
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For complementary ex situ observations and measurements
under scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the sample was cut
using a focused ion beam (FIB) at the EuXFEL (Appendix B).
Relative composition analysis of heated vs non-heated sample was
achieved with energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS).

III. FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL

Finite-element modeling gives access to certain measurements
which are not available in DAC experiments and allow temporal
interpolation of the experimental data.13,28,32 Here, the temperature
field is calculated, extending on many aspects of previous
COMSOL finite-element models28,33 (Fig. 5). In particular, the
present model (i) includes the various EoS of the materials involved
in our experiments, as well as their influence on the pressure
induced geometry deformations, (ii) includes temperature and pres-
sure dependencies of the parameters, (iii) combines laser and x-ray
thermal heating, and (iv) takes into account the feedback of the
thermal stress.34,35 We highlight the differences to previous models
in Fig. 5. As the temperatures reached in this work are high enough
to melt materials in our experiments, possible liquid flows have
been tested on the model, following previous works.13 However,
the effect of heat transfer due to fluid flow13 has been neglected in
the present computations.

Using the cylindrical coordinates (r, z), the geometry of our
axisymmetric DAC numerical model is sketched in Fig. 4 and the

geometrical parameters are given in Table I (full geometry descrip-
tion is provided in the supplementary material). Note that the
initial pressure Pref imposed on the DAC leads to important initial
geometry deformations, which have to be taken into account.
Having first calculated the complete (initial) elastic deformations of
the geometry, our preliminary tests show that the various mechani-
cal contacts between the different media raise several numerical
issues if the various domains are not assumed to be glued (e.g.,
domains separation). As a first step, the model used here only
accounts for the relevant leading order effects by simply changing
the various media thicknesses in the model, using the material EoS
of each medium (our model is detailed in Appendix C).

Our extended numerical DAC model aims at providing the
temperature distribution under the total time-varying pressure
Pref þ Pth, where the (a priori non-uniform) pressure Pth is related
to thermal stress effects (pressure induced variations of the material
parameters due to thermal expansion and boundary constraints).
By contrast with previous models,13,28 this requires integrating the
elastic equations together with the heat transfer equation.
Considering quasi-static infinitely small displacements (negligible
inertia), the stress tensor σ and the temperature T are governed by

ρCP
@T
@t

þ ∇ � q ¼ Q, (1)

∇ � σ ¼ 0, (2)

where the heat flux vector q ¼ �kth∇T is given by Fourier’s law,
with the volume heat source Q (e.g., due to radiation absorption, as
detailed in Sec. C 2), and where all the physical parameters
(ρ, CP , kth) of Eq. (1) depend a priori on space via their pressure
and temperature dependencies (ρ being the material density, CP the
heat capacity at constant pressure, and kth the thermal conductiv-
ity). However, these dependencies are generally not known and the
material parameters have thus been taken as constant except for
the KCl PTM density and for the parameters (ρ, CP , kth) of the
sample (see Table II). The boundary conditions and initial state
used in our model to integrate Eqs. (1) and (2) are provided in
Appendix C 3.

Due to sparse literature on FeSiO material properties and its
high Fe content, the sample parameters (including density) have
been assumed to be similar to pure Fe (i.e., sample has properties

FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of the DAC setup used in our numerical model. (b) Zoom
on our FEM 2D-axisymmetric geometry (not to scale), z axis being the axis of
symmetry in the cylindrical coordinates (r , z). Each domain has its specific prop-
erties (density, thermal conductivity, heat capacity, etc.). UBS stands for the
upper border of the sample and MS for middle of the sample. (c) Actual mesh
example used in the simulation. Mesh is more finely constrained toward impor-
tant boundaries (PTM/sample).

TABLE I. Geometric parameters of the COMSOL model. Following Fig. 4, the differ-
ent media are numbered (i = 1: upper diamond, i = 2: upper PTM, etc.). We fix δ3 at
Pref = 0 to be the sample’s thickness observed on the FIB cut (that is, δ3 = 5.5 μm
for the studied run (#414), but it changes from run to run). The detailed geometry
is provided in the supplementary material.

Medium Radius Ri [(μm)] Thickness δi [(μm)]

Diamond (i = 1, 5) 1550 1720
PTM (i = 2, 4) 30 8 | 4.983a

Sample (i = 3) 40 5.5 | 4.345a

Gasket 1500 δ3 + 2δ2

aPref = 0 | Pref = 61.9 GPa.
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of iron in the model). As simulations are generally performed at
high pressures (50–100 GPa), only the high pressure, high tempera-
ture phases [ϵ-iron36 (hcp), γ-iron37 (fcc) and liquid Fe38] EoS
were considered, where liquid iron EoS employs a recently devel-
oped method to characterize the structure of liquids under high
pressures as described in Morard et al. 2013.39 Similarly for KCl,
only the EoS of the B2-KCl25 (high pressure phase) was considered.
To obtain the density from EoS at a given temperature and pressure
(T , P), we have used the EoS to calculate ρ on a large (T , P) range
and the value used by our numerical model at each time step is
then obtained by a 2D interpolation. When the needed values were
out of the EoS validity range, as, e.g., liquid Fe at very high temper-
atures, the density was assumed constant and equal to the closest
value inside the validity range.

The pressure and temperature dependencies of kth for the
sample are obtained from the literature (Table II). This value pre-
dominantly controls the temperature field evolution (i.e., axial,
radial), as well as the temperature decay rate. The CP dependencies
are more difficult to obtain, for instance for the hcp phase of iron.
Here, CP of the fcc phase of iron is obtained by combining thermo-
dynamic relations (Appendix C); these expressions being also used
(beyond their validity regime) to provide CP estimates for the hcp
phase of iron. Regarding CP , the value effectively used in our
numerical model is also affected by the latent heat of possible
phase changes. The high temperatures reached in our experiments
can indeed melt the materials, and phase change effects have thus
to be taken into account. To do so, the apparent heat capacity
method (AHCM) is used (Appendix C), and the values of CP and
kth are modified when phase changes occur (our model only con-
siders AHCM for liquid–solid phase changes).

To integrate Eq. (2), a material rheology has to be chosen. A
recent study highlights that non-isotropic deformation have an
impact on pressure medium and sample final thickness, and there-
fore on later conductivity measurements in LH-DAC.49

Reproducing this non-isotropic deformation yet demands more
evolved models and we chose not to include it in this model. Here,
the materials are all assumed to follow the usual Hooke’s law for
isotropic materials. Noting the elastic displacement u, this law
relates σ to the (infinitesimal) strain tensor ϵ ¼ [∇uþ (∇u)`]=2
by

σ ¼ K Tr(ϵ)� αV (T � Tref )
� �

I þ 2G dev(ϵ), (3)

with the bulk modulus K , the identity matrix I, the shear modulus
G (with G ¼ 0 in liquid domains), and the deviatoric strain tensor
(or shear tensor) defined by dev(ϵ) ¼ ϵ� Tr(ϵ)I=3. The total pres-
sure Pref þ Pth is then obtained by adding the thermal pressure
Pth ¼ �Tr(σ)=3, which is a priori non-uniform in the domain.
Equations (1) and (2) are thus coupled both ways: thermal stresses
are generated by the T variations in Eq. (2) while the associated
thermal pressure Pth modifies the physical parameters (ρ, CP , kth)
in Eq. (1), e.g., for the sample in this experiment. Note that, while
our model provides the stress and strain at each domain point, the
temperature distribution is only modified here by Pth, i.e., σ, in the
infinitesimal strain limit considered in this work (the Lagrangian
and Eulerian description are indeed the same in this limit). By con-
trast, the direct influence of the strain on T , via effective geometry
changes, would require finite strain models with dynamically
moving meshes.

TABLE II. List of material properties used for our simulation. All parameters mentioned by “var.” are varying with the model temperature and pressure outputs. References for
those variations are given in the footnotes of this table. When the same value is used for different phases, those are mentioned in parenthesis. If only one value is given this
means that the same was used for all phases. X-ray absorption coefficients28 μ are given for 18 keV and laser absorption coefficients are given for a 1 μm wavelength.

Fe (hcp/fcc/liq) KCl (sol/liq) Diamond Re

μLaser (m
−1)a ∞ 7 × 10−4b 0.3c 0

μX−ray; (m
−1) (18 keV) 26 316d 2513d 158d 0

CP (J (kg K)−1) var.e(hcp,fcc)/90042 690.72f 630g 140g

kth(W (m K)−1) var.27 6.53f/0.34443 1500g 48g

ρ(kg m−3) var.36/var.37/var.38 var.25/var.44 3520g 21 020g

αL (K
−1) 12 × 10−6 36.5 × 10−6 0.8 × 10−6 6 × 10−6

G (GPa) 78h(hcp/fcc)/0 6.24f/0 529.6i 182h

K (GPa) 160j 17.2k 446l 312h

aSee the supplementary material.
bHass et al.40
cValues for IIa diamonds.41
dhttps://henke.lbl.gov/optical_constants/atten2.html.
eRelationship detailed in Appendix C
fhttps://www.crystran.co.uk (see the supplementary material for full references).
gMeza-Galvez et al.28
hAZO materials (see the supplementary material for reference).
iKlein et al.45
jRajabpour et al.46
kKinoshita et al.47
lAt ambient conditions.48
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The volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion αV
34 is related

to the (linear) secant coefficient of thermal expansion αL through
αV ¼ 3αL since the thermal strain ϵth is ϵth ¼ αL(T � Tref )I, where
Tref is the reference temperature at which there are no thermal
strains. Unlike the terms in Eq. (1), all the physical parameters
(K , G, αL) of Eq. (2) are assumed to be constant in this work and
are provided in Table II [K and αL can be deduced from the EoS,
adding a coupling between Eqs. (1) and (2)].

Because of its multi-physics nature, our axisymmetric numeri-
cal model is developed using the finite-element commercial soft-
ware COMSOL, which is well suited for such modeling. It is
important to notice that numerical difficulties are raised by the
large disparity of time and space scales involved in our DAC
numerical model. To ensure accurate integration in space and time
of Eqs. (1) and (2), special care has thus been taken concerning the
mesh and the time-stepping (Appendix C).

At first, our model has been benchmarked with a previous
publication.28 However, the pressure-temperature variations of dif-
ferent material properties (see Table II for more details) have been
hereby included, which could lead to temperature differences as
high as 7000 K at both the center and the boundary of the sample
(Fig. 5). To be more specific, Fig. 5 shows that the material parame-
ter’s P and T variations play a major role. The thermal pressure
effect seems less important overall, but nevertheless reaches up to
5 GPa in our model. Besides, discarding the thermal pressure in
our model leads to a significant 3000 K temperature difference on
the maximum temperature reached at the sample boundary (see
the maxima in Fig. 5). Thus, these effects cannot be neglected
when comparing numerical models to experiments.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The present study combines FEM modeling with newly
designed MHz XRD in pulsed LH-DAC experiments, which

constitutes an innovative scientific approach to study partial
melting at high pressures. After the description of the experimental
and numerical methodology, the applications to partial melting in
the ternary Fe-Si-O system will be described. First, calculated tem-
perature histories are compared to time-resolved XRD data. After,
model temperatures will be compared to the solidification tempera-
tures of Fe–Si alloys. This provides a benchmark for our FEM
model and validates the extrapolation of model temperatures to
times and conditions outside the range measured by SOP.

An example of SOP raw data and Planck fitting used to obtain
temperature data can be found in the supplementary material. The
peak SOP temperature is poorly resolved due to less signal, rapid
variation, possible signal saturation at very high temperatures, as
well as eventual KCl optical property variations at highest tempera-
tures.50 Temperature decay over several microseconds, on the other
hand, is well constrained and constitutes the main focus of this
study.

As shown in Fig. 6, a FEM model including laser heating only
is adjusted on the SOP data by finding the proper incoming inten-
sity which minimizes the difference between SOP and model tem-
perature evolution at the upper border of the sample (UBS). Results
for the run shown in Fig. 6 underline the fact that optimal laser
energy has the same order of magnitude to experimentally mea-
sured energy (around 1mJ acquired at laser output before being
split in two parts) as shown in the inset of Fig. 6. The inset of
Fig. 6 plots the mean error between SOP temperature data and
FEM model temperature at different laser intensities on one
heating spot of the FeSiO alloy. The model with the lowest mean
error is selected and used to plot the corresponding COMSOL tem-
perature curves as a function of time (Fig. 6). Good agreement
between the SOP temperature data and model temperatures is
found after minimization.

The first appearance of SiO2 diffraction lines is dominated by
few crystallites which oscillate in and out of the Bragg diffraction
condition. As a result, the observed diffraction intensity varies with
time. Additionally, SiO2 diffraction intensity is weaker than the
Fe–Si alloys which crystallize at lower temperatures. Finally, the
downstream mirror is slightly shadowing the low diffraction angles
on the x-ray detector. For all those reasons, it is complex to identify
the first crystallization of SiO2. However, we have been able to
determine the first appearance at 2:2 μs (Fig. 6) on the run pre-
sented in Fig. 3, which corresponds to a lower temperature limit of
4400 K. Comparing this temperature with the crystallization of pure
SiO2 (5200 K52), we can extract the liquidus temperature of the
FeSiO ternary system. These results are presented in Fig. 7. This
liquidus temperature may not be significantly affected by recrystal-
lization kinetics of SiO2, as shock experiments recently demon-
strated the ns timescale for SiO2 crystallization from melt.53,54

The main goal of the experiment was to limit chemical migra-
tion during laser heating. As a proof of concept, we analyzed the
chemical composition of several heating spots after heating.
Figure 8 presents a typical heating spot obtained after a single
heating event. The cross section of Fig. 8 compares the mean rela-
tive chemical compositions in weight percent between the pristine
sample and heated areas (list of measurements and specific point
location provided, respectively, in Table III and Fig. 13). This is the
main difference with previous measurements performed at longer

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the sample temperature (on the symmetry axis), at its
upper boundary (UBS, main figure) and at its center (MS, inset). Green dashed
line: present model. Solid blue line: previously used model28 (constant material
parameters). Dashed dotted red line: present model, disregarding the thermal
pressure.
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heating durations (over 1 s),9 where liquid compositions were
found to have an O content around 0.1 wt.% for similar pressure.
We can discuss the presence of temperature gradients in our
probed sample using our model (Fig. 9). Indeed Fig. 9 highlights
differences between UBS, middle of the sample (MS), minimum
and maximum temperatures inside the 5 μm radius cylindrical zone
sampled by the x rays as a function of time. During the first 250 ns,
there are temperature gradients greater than 10 000 K in the probed
volume. A first temperature homogenization occurs after 1 μs with
around 900 K between minimum and maximum temperature
within the x-ray sampled zone (inset Fig. 9). Later, around 7 μs,
this temperature gradient is reduced to 70 K, confirming the local
temperature homogeneity inside the x-ray sampled zone at that
time. Temperature maps and extended time range of temperature
difference between minimal and maximal temperature reached
within x-ray sampled zone as well as associated pressure maps are
available in Appendix C 7. Migration time scales observed in con-
tinuous laser heating therefore must occur on longer time scales
than a few μs, as we do not observe any qualitative difference in
composition between the molten area and the starting material.

The absence of relative concentration difference demonstrates
that the use of a short-time scale heating pulse reduces chemical
migration compared to longer timescale heating where chemical

migration is observed on the FeSiO alloy9 with SiO2 accumulating
at the external boundaries of the heated spot. Moreover, the post-
experiment XRD mapping is an additional proof of the absence of
strong chemical migration, with the presence of intense SiO2 XRD
signal over the entire hotspot (see the supplementary material).

Additionally, the model minimum temperature curve (Fig. 6)
can be compared with the FeSi-fcc phase nucleation point. The
time of crystallization is obtained by the time of appearance of the
FeSi-fcc on the diffraction spectra (Fig. 3). As a first approximation,
the pressure is considered to be the initial one measured within the
KCl volume (around 62 GPa for the example in Fig. 6). Agreement
can be observed between model extrapolated SOP data and
expected crystallization temperature51 ranging between 2000 and
3000 K around 60 GPa (blue dotted curve vs green squares in
Fig. 6).

Crystallization times for Fe–Si alloys are bracketed between
fully molten and first solid crystal appearance (Figs. 6 and 7). Note
that we do not take into account here any crystallization kinetics
for FeSi alloys which is more pertinent at the 100 ps time scale.56

Crystallization pressures and temperatures were evaluated by com-
bining model output temperature (minimum temperature within
sample inside a radius of 5 μm) and pressures obtained with two
different methods: (i) pressure obtained with P(V , T) EoS25 using

FIG. 6. FEM model temperatures vs time minimizing mean error to experimental SOP temperatures over a single run (exp 2605 run 414) consisting of a 40-pulse x-ray
pulse train shot through a FeSiO sample (Pref ¼ 61:9 GPa). Continuous orange line: model temperatures at UBS on the axis of symmetry. Black dots are SOP values
averaged over 96 ns (model values compared to SOP were averaged over the same duration taking +48 ns around SOP times). Dashed blue curve plots minimum tem-
perature in sample inside the x-ray sampled zone (FWHM ¼ 5 μm). Vertical red and green dashed lines, respectively, show the times where SiO2 (2:2 μs) and Fe-7%
Si-fcc51 (5:198 μs) are unambiguously observed by XRD. Inset: Mean error between model UBS and SOP temperatures for several laser intensities. The wave-plate rota-
tion angle was 20� upstream and downstream (relationship between measured laser intensity and wave-plate rotation angle can be found in the supplementary material).
Vertical black dotted lines bracket best models obtained within 20% mean error (which were chosen as corresponding error bar).
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calculated mean temperature in KCl with the method described in
Cambell et al.16 and volume obtained by XRD (in the case of KCl
peak broadening due to temperature gradient, the mean peak posi-
tion was selected assuming it to be the mean PTM lattice volume),
or (ii) mean total pressure (Pref þ Pth) in sample (over r ¼ 5 μm)
from model output. In the ternary Fe–Si–O phase diagram, the
crystallization of the Fe–Si alloy is expected not to incorporate any
oxygen9 and therefore fall close to the Fe–Si binary system (Figs. 2
and 7). Following the demixing line, the crystallizing Fe–Si alloy
contains 7 wt.%Si. This crystallization process upon cooling is
depicted in the binary phase diagram in Fig. 7. Figure 10 melting
points could thus be compared with Fe-7 wt.%Si51 and Fe-9 wt.%Si55

melting curves. Points obtained by the two methods are consistent
with the existing literature within uncertainties, as shown in Fig. 10.
The absence of thermal stress feedback in the PTM temperature in
the first case explains observed pressure differences with the second
case, where thermal pressure is modeled inside the sample.

The estimated pressure, temperature couples are then compared
with the Fe–Si alloy melting curves (Fig. 10) taken from the existing

FIG. 7. Binary phase diagram reconstructed between SiO2 and Fe-7 wt.%Si
(see Fig. 2). The different points were obtained from XRD phase appearance
points (Fig. 3) from a single run (414) and melting temperature of pure SiO2

52

(upper left purple star). Initial alloy’s composition is represented by the black
star at the bottom. Phase appearance temperatures of SiO2 (green star in the
middle) and, subsequently FeSi (red star on the right) were obtained using
the best SOP vs model temperature fit at the corresponding timings. We chose
the minimum sample temperature from the model in the x-ray sampled zone
assuming it to be the location of the first crystal appearance. The blue diamond
represents the melting temperature of Fe-7 wt.%Si from the literature51 at the
model mean pressure (around 65 GPa) inside x-ray probed area. Arrows indi-
cate the pathway taken by the sample upon heating (orange dashed arrow) and
cooling (blue continuous arrow), highlighting how Fe-Si-O liquidus is caught
during the experiments. The sample composition crossing the liquidus is
assumed to be the same as the initial one.

FIG. 8. SEM cross sections comparing FeSiO alloy samples with same composition heated at 250 ns (left) and . 5 s (right), with KCl pressure medium. Left image:
heated region (center) is homogeneous, with possible grain growth and/or chemical migration at the heating spot edges. Major element distribution in the heated and
unheated portions of the sample are given (full chemical analysis in Appendix B). This illustrating run is not the one compared with our FEM model [where δ3 (Table I) is
e.g., different]. No chemical measurement was done on the right sample but its composition is the same as the one used in Hirose et al.9 It is, therefore, expected to show
the same chemical distribution upon heating (i.e., darker parts at heating spot edges are SiO2 enriched zones and middle part Fe enriched).

TABLE III. Concentration measurements from FIB (in wt.%).

Meas. point/chem. species O Si Cl K Fe

Point 1 5.63 10.61 1.02 1.11 81.63
Point 2 5.04 9.4 0.93 1.07 83.57
Point 3 6.23 11.53 0.99 1.05 80.2
Point 4 5.53 10.11 1.02 0.94 82.4
Point 5 4.21 8.98 1.47 1.18 84.16
Point 6 3.71 9.01 1.7 1.17 84.41
Point 7 3.08 7.97 1.54 1.05 86.37
Point 8 4.31 8.76 1.32 1.07 84.54
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literature.51,55 Despite the different thermal pressures depending on
the assumption, we can observe an overall agreement between our
measurements and the existing literature. This allows to conclude
that the temperature extrapolated using our FEM model are relatively
well benchmarked with previously established Fe–Si melting curves.

V. CONCLUSION

This study validates a new approach where crystallization
sequences upon cooling from a homogeneous liquid state with
limited chemical migration due to heating are reproduced.
Diffraction data collected during several heating cycles (Fig. 3)
combined with chemical analysis (Fig. 8) confirmed the reduced
amount of chemical migration induced by short laser heating
pulses. This enabled, in some cases, to observe the successive phase
appearance of SiO2 and FeSi-fcc phase. The detection of SiO2

peaks at low diffraction angles remains difficult. This is partly due
to technical aspects such as the limited coverage of the AGIPD,
which only collects partial diffraction rings. However, we can still
present here a measurement of liquidus temperature with the SiO2

recrystallization from the liquid (Fig. 7).
This opens up a new pathway for future “chemical-migration

limited” experiments, giving access to phase diagrams and melting
curves of previously never explored phases and alloys. In that
frame, numerical simulations are required to solve for temperature
gradients, particularly strong during the first microseconds of the
heating phase, as well as to provide accurate global temperature
evolution and constrain the amount of thermal pressure. Model
and experimental data are complementary for x-ray diffraction data
interpretation. Models can constrain the contribution of the differ-
ent phenomena leading to the chemical migration, knowledge
which, in turn, could lead to adapted experimental designs. For
higher accuracy in experiment reproduction, future models should
include real-time deformations, take into account reported non-
isotropy,49 liquid–liquid interface movements (PTM/sample), as
well as phase separation and grain growth.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for (i) explanation about how
x-ray heating could be excluded from our FEM model, (ii) 2D XRD
maps with heating spot localization, (iii) details about some param-
eter choices made in the model, (iv) details about SOP measure-
ments, (v) relationship between power and wave-plate rotation
angle, (vi) explanations about boundary conditions in our model,
(vii) melting curves, and (viii) the exact model geometry of our
numerical model.
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The data that support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.

Data recorded for the experiment at the European XFEL are
available at 10.22003/XFEL.EU-DATA-002605-00.

APPENDIX A: LASER AND X-RAY BEAM TEMPORAL
EVOLUTION

To ensure a high model fidelity with the real experimental
conditions, the time dependency of the fiber laser intensity was
included. This intensity variation was measured by an oscilloscope
and is plotted in Fig. 11 with a 994 values file directly implemented
in the model.

The x-ray pulse train series used in the model was imple-
mented by reproducing a series of Gaussian pulses (Fig. 12). The
temporal width of each pulse (Pdur) is the same, linked to the stan-
dard deviation σ t ¼ 30 fs by Pdur ¼ σ t2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 ln 2

p
. In the following, a

pulse is a truncated Gaussian curve within a range of [�4σ t , 4σt].

FIG. 12. (a) Pulse series example for a run showing intensity variation inside a
pulse train (in arbitrary units) as a function of time (in μs). (b) Focus on single
x-ray pulse intensity as a function of time. Intensity is normalized to 1 corre-
sponding to the maximum intensity reached in the pulsed train.

FIG. 11. Time evolution of the fiber laser intensity Imeas, acquired with an oscil-
loscope at the EuXFEL, and used in our experiments. The intensity has been
normalized here to have a unit maximum intensity.
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Duration between pulses is kept constant and is related to the fre-
quency by PX ¼ 1=fX , with fX ¼ 2:257MHz such that an x-ray
pulse hits the sample every 443 ns. Finally, we decided not to start
the first pulse of the series at exactly zero due to numerical issues
when dealing with extremely small numbers (of the order of the
machine precision). Therefore, the first pulse is chosen to start at
128σ t which corresponds to a reasonably “numerically detectable”
starting duration for the COMSOL software. We generated value
files including 50 values per pulse, each pulse in the around the
maximum peak value and zeros elsewhere. This file is then
imported into our COMSOL model. It is hereby important to
notify that the software reduces the precision.

To reproduce the incoming energy due to the x-ray pulse
train, we generate a series of Gaussian pulses (40 in that specific
case) at a frequency of 2.257MHz. Each pulse is assumed to have
the exact same duration with the standard deviation given by
σ t ¼ SDiam=[2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 ln 2

p
]). Pulse peak intensity is known to vary

within a pulse train and was, therefore, normalized to 1 as the
maximum of the highest intensity. In order to ensure a realistic
agreement between the model and experimental results, we
impacted the x-ray intensity variations measured during our runs
onto this bunch of pulses (supplementary material). Each pulse of
the train was weighted by the measured intensity. Details about the
exact pulse series generation procedure used for the model are
given in Fig. 12. Figure 12(a) plots the entire pulse train normalized
to 1 as the maximum intensity reached in the entire train.
Figure 12(b) highlights the shape of the first pulse.

APPENDIX B: FIB CUTTING CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

An FEI HELIOS G4 UC FIB/SEM was used to access the
heating spots and check for apparent chemical migration phenom-
ena. The shot observation combined with chemical analysis with
an EDS detector demonstrated that no apparent chemical migration
occurred for short laser heating. In addition, supplementary post
mortem analysis was achieved with FIB cutting. Along FIB cutting,
chemical analysis was performed with a Helios G4 UC FIB/SEM.
Table III lists the measured concentrations in each element in
weight percent (wt.%) and Fig. 13 refers to the localization of each
measurement (8 in total). Depletion of up to 3.15 wt.% of O and
3.56 wt.% of Si and enrichment up to 6.17 wt.% iron were observed
in the heating spot compared to the pristine sample. However, this
is the highest observed difference and certain spot show differences
as low as 0.73 wt.% of O (pt2 vs pt8), 0.39 wt.% of Si (pt2 vs pt 6),
and 0.59 wt.% Fe (pt2 vs pt5). We estimate the error bar on the
chemical measurements to be relatively larger than conventional
microprobe measurements, as we were only able to perform EDS
measurements in a tilted geometry during FIB cut. However, the
present measurements are used to characterize the chemical migra-
tion, i.e., the relative composition between unheated starting mate-
rial and center of the laser heated hotspot.

APPENDIX C: DETAILS ON OUR NUMERICAL MODEL

Modeling the DAC geometry with a simple Cartesian 2D
model is possible, but it would discard our DAC symmetry of revo-
lution. With nearly the same numerical cost, our DAC is better

modeled by an axisymmetric model,28 assuming only radial or axial
variations and using a 2D mesh (Fig. 4). Such a model represents
accurately the real DAC provided that the laser-heating is well cen-
tered on the axis of symmetry, and discarding possible three-
dimensional effects (which could, e.g., be due to liquid flows13).

1. Pressure induced thickness variation

Regarding the thicknesses mentioned in Table I, the second
value corresponds to the theoretical thickness obtained after com-
pression. In the model, we start from a thickness measured at the
heating spot location of the sample FIB cross section. This is an
approximation used to take plastic deformation into account. The
thickness variation related to sample’s elastic deformation with
pressure in DAC experiments depends on the material and is,
therefore, related to the EoS (ϵ-Iron,36 liquid iron,38 B2-KCl25).

In order to have directly an expression for the volume, we
solve the EoS to obtain a multivariate polynomial under the
V(P, T) form which is then used for thickness calculations. We cal-
culated the volume of the sample VS considering the case of a
perfect cylinder,

VS ¼ πR2
3δ3, (C1)

where R3 is the sample radius and δ3 is the sample thickness before
compression. We consider the simplified case where deformations
in the radial direction are neglectable upon first compression due
to the gasket resistance. Thus, the sample is only considered to
deform in the axial direction (meaning in its thickness). From
there on, we calculate the initial number of lattice elements Ne in
the DAC at ambient pressure,

Ne ¼ V=V0, (C2)

FIG. 13. Localization of chemical EDS analysis. For points, refer to Table III.
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where V0 is the sample volume at ambient pressure and tempera-
ture which can be found using material properties available in the
literature. We assume that the number of lattices remains constant
in the sample during compression. The lattice volume is then cal-
culated at the experimental pressure of the DAC using the multi-
variate polynomial providing V(Pref ). Finally, we calculate the
thickness by rewriting (C1) and including the initial number of
lattice elements and their new volume at the desired pressure,

δ3(Pref ) ¼ NeV(Pref )

πR2
3

, (C3)

with R3 being the sample radius. The thickness of the sample as
well as that of the PTM are calculated this way as a function of the
initial pressure in the DAC. The thickness is then considered being
constant during the simulation.

2. Thermal heating due to radiation absorption

In the DAC, the temperature rise is generated by the material
absorption of the laser and x-ray beams emitted along the z axis. In
the following, we first consider the intensity of a single beam, inci-
dent on the diamond surface; the total intensity in our numerical
model is then simply the linear superposition of the laser and x-ray
radiation beam intensities.

In each material, the absorption of this single radiation beam
is assumed to be governed by the Beer–Lambert law,28 and the
absorption occurs on a typical length scale that depends on the
radiation frequency and on the material’s opacity. When this length
scale is very small compared to the material layer thickness, i.e., for
opaque materials, this volume absorption can be approximated by
a boundary heat source, avoiding the fine mesh that would be
required otherwise (see details in Appendix C 3). In such opaque
materials, the radiation intensity is zero below the material’s
surface, and the volume heat source due to radiation absorption is
discarded (Q ¼ 0). In the opposite case, the volume absorption in
the semi-transparent material layer (k) has to be considered.
Considering the radiation intensity I due to the single beam along

the unit vector Î, the Beer–Lambert law reads

∇I ¼ �μk I Î, (C4)

which integrates into (along Î, i.e., along the z axis here)

I ¼ Iink e�μkHk , (C5)

for a constant (Napierian) attenuation coefficient μk, which
depends naturally on the radiation beam frequency content. Here,
Hk ¼ +(z � zk) is the penetration depth in the material (k), the
sign depending on the radiation direction and zk being the z-
position of the surface layer that the radiation is incident on. In
this material (k), the volume heat source Qk is then simply given by
Qk ¼ μkI.

In principle, μk also depends on temperature and pressure,
and thus on space, which requires the integration of the partial dif-
ferential Eq. (C4). These dependencies being however not well
known in our case, constant values have been used for μk in our
model (Table II). The numerical cost associated with the integra-
tion of Eq. (C4) has then been avoided by using directly the analyt-
ical solution (C5) in the model. Table IV provides the various
analytical expressions used in the model to reproduce the incoming
laser and x-ray intensities and their interaction with the material
through absorption (required to calculate Qk).

Since the total intensity Itotk incident on the material layer (k)
boundary can be partially reflected, the actual incoming intensity
Iink in Eq. (C5) is Iink ¼ (1�Rk)Itotk , with the material reflection
coefficient Rk. Since Rk is insufficiently known and depends on
many parameters like the radiation frequency, the surface rough-
ness or the temperature, all the reflection coefficients are set to
Rk ¼ 0 in our model.

Before entering any material or any reflection, the total inten-
sity Itot0 of the radiation incident on the diamond is modeled with a
Gaussian spatial distribution such that

Itot0 ¼ Im It(t) exp � r2

2σ2
r

� �
, (C6)

where σr ¼ SDiam=[2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 ln 2

p
] is a Gaussian radius parameter related

TABLE IV. Beer–Lambert solutions for Qk = μk I, as used in COMSOL, noting ϖ ¼ exp(�μX1δ1)exp(�μX2δ2)exp(�μX3δ3). Absorption coefficients were adapted depending
on the heating source wavelength (x ray or laser). Formula for the sample only applies in the case of x rays, wavelength at which Fe is semi-transparent on the contrary to
fiber laser wavelength where all energy ItotL2 is considered to be deposited at the surface on both sides of the sample. Numbered labels in Table IV are listed as (1) upstream
diamond of thickness δ1, (2) upstream PTM of thickness δ2, (3) sample of thickness δ3, (4) downstream PTM of thickness δ2, (5) downstream diamond of thickness δ1. For
the laser, Itot0 and Itot5 have the same value due to two sided heating. Same for Itot4 and Itot2 . μXi and μLi stand, respectively, for the x ray and laser absorption coefficients in the
ith medium. The same for the intensities ItotXi and I

tot
Li
.

Medium X-ray volume heat source Laser volume heat source

1 ItotX0
μX1

exp(μX1
(z � (δ1 þ δ2 þ 0:5δ3))) ItotL0 α1exp(μL1 (z � (δ1 þ δ2 þ 0:5δ3)))

2 ItotX1
μX2

exp(μX2
(z � (δ2 þ 0:5δ3)))exp(�μX1

δ1) ItotL1 μL2 exp(μL2 (z � (δ2 þ 0:5δ3)))exp(�μL1δ1)
3 ItotX2

μX3
e�μX2 (zþδ2þ0:5δ3)exp(� μX1

δ1)exp(�μX2
δ2)

4 ItotX3
μX2

exp(�μX2
(z þ δ2 þ 0:5δ3))ϖ ItotL1 μL2 exp(μL2 (z � (δ2 þ 0:5δ3)))exp(�μL1δ1)

5 ItotX4
μX1

exp(�μX1
(z þ (δ1 þ δ2 þ 0:5δ3)))exp(�μX4

δ4)ϖ ItotL0 μL1 exp(μL1 (z � (δ1 þ δ2 þ 0:5δ3)))
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to the radiation FWHM spot diameter SDiam, and with r being the
cylindrical radius coordinate (distance from the model symmetry
axis). Since the absolute value of the maximum intensity Im is gen-
erally not known for the experiments (both for the laser and the
x-ray beam), it is here a model adjustable parameter that is fixed to
obtain good agreement between the experimental and the numeri-
cal results. By contrast, the temporal evolution It(t) imposed in the
model is obtained from measurements or modeling of the pulses
(see also Appendix A). Integrating Eq. (C6) in space and time pro-
vides the pulse energy Ep as

28

Ep ¼ 2πσ2
r ImE, (C7)

where E ¼ Ð
t It(t) dt.

3. Boundary conditions and initial state

To integrate Eqs. (1) and (2), boundary conditions are needed
at the external diamond and gasket boundaries.

Heat loss through convection and radiation should usually be
considered but as the DAC is placed in vacuum, only radiation plays
a role. Yet regarding the possible need of including both ways of heat
transfer for future models, more details upon heat transfer are given
in the supplementary material. For the temperature T , two conditions
have been used here. Either a constant external temperature Text has
been imposed at the external boundaries, or heat loss through radia-
tion is considered following in our case a qs ¼ σs(T4 � T4

ext) law with
the Stefan–Boltzmann constant σs ¼ 5:67� 10�8 Wm�2 K�4. Here
Text ¼ 300 K is used, and both conditions lead actually to the same
results. Indeed, external boundaries are very far from the maximum
thermal heating, and the effect of the boundary condition choice can
thus be expected to be negligible.

Boundary conditions are also required for the elastic part, and
the zero displacement constraint u ¼ 0 has been imposed at all
external boundaries. Note that the thermal pressure Pth would natu-
rally be zero if all external boundaries can move freely, and displace-
ment constraints are thus required, at least at certain boundaries, to
generate a thermal pressure (preliminary tests have been performed
by setting u ¼ 0 for the diamonds or the gasket only).

In opaque materials, like the metallic sample considered in
our experiments, the attenuation coefficient μ is very large and the
radiation induced thermal heating occurs then on the very small
typical length scale μ�1. This would require a very fine mesh to
reproduce the intensity variations given by the Beer–Lambert
(volume) absorption equation (C5). To avoid the associated numer-
ical cost, one can rather replace this volume absorption by a boun-
dary heat source, assuming that all the (non-reflected) radiation
energy flux Iink is converted into surface heat at the material surface.
Such a surface approximation is fully relevant when μ�1 is small
compared to the material thickness (e.g., μ�1 � δ3 here). At these
boundaries, the normal heat flux is thus imposed to be Iink . This
approach has been benchmarked by checking that the results
obtained this way are the same than those obtained with a Beer–
Lambert volume absorption model (integrated on a fine mesh). In
the simulations shown in this work, such a boundary heat source
has only been used at the sample surface, the least being highly
absorbing (i.e., opaque) at laser wavelength. Note that this

boundary heat source approach reduces the numerical cost while
keeping realistic physical behaviour. Rather thin meshes are yet
required and a numerical convergence study has to be carefully
performed to ensure the numerical accuracy of the results.

Finally, the transient response of our numerical DAC,
obtained by time-stepping equations (1)–(2), heavily depends on
the chosen initial state. Here, the model integration starts with a
constant temperature T(t ¼ 0) ¼ Text ¼ 300 K and with the zero
initial displacement u(t ¼ 0) ¼ 0 initial state (no initial condition
is required for the time derivative of u, i.e., for the initial velocity,
since our approach is quasi-static).

4. Heat capacity of the hcp-iron

Lots of parameters rely on these EoS due to their dependency
to volume, temperature, and/or pressure (sample thickness, thermal
conductivity, heat capacity).

In addition to material property variations with temperature and
pressure along a given phase, phase variations occur upon laser, x-ray
heating and compression. Those phase changes affect the material
properties and were implemented by referring to the phase diagrams
available in the literature. Melting curves and phase change zones
were taken into account in the model by using them as conditions for
parameter changes. This model uses existing melting curves for iron
alloys57–59 and KCl60 (provided in the supplementary material).

The specific phase change between hcp and fcc high pressure
phase of iron was included in the model using a second order poly-
nomial.3 Phase changes are mostly related to material property
modifications. Therefore, we used the phase change temperature as
a condition for switching EoS.36,37 As phase changes generally go
along with a release or absorption of latent heat, we included as
well the apparent heat capacity method (AHCM). Heat capacity
variations as a function of temperature and pressure can be inferred
from the formula given by Komabayashi et al.,61

G ¼ G0 þ
ðP
105Pa

VT dP, (C8)

where G is the Gibbs free energy, G0 the Gibbs free energy at
P ¼ 105 Pa and given T expressed by

G0 ¼ a0 þ a1T þ a2T lnT þ a3T
2 þ a4T

�1 þ a5T
0:5, (C9)

with a0¼12460:621,a1¼386:99162,a2¼�52:2754,a3¼0:000177578,
a4¼�395355:43,a5¼�2476:28 and VT the molar volume of the
corresponding phase at a given T , where the EoS obtained multi-
variate polynomial is used.

In order to obtain CP , we use
62

S ¼ � dG
dT

� �
P

,
dS
dT

� �
P

¼ CP

T
, (C10)

that can be combined, leading to

CP ¼ � d2G
d2T

� �
P

T: (C11)
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5. Phase change effects

Available as a built-in feature in COMSOL, the apparent heat
capacity method (AHCM) allows to model phase change effects by
integrating a single heat transfer equation with effective material
properties (the phase change latent heat being included by consid-
ering an apparent heat capacity). In this approach, the phase
change is assumed to occur over a temperature range ΔT , governed
by a smooth phase transition function. The sharpness of the transi-
tion is thus controlled by ΔT, which should be wide enough to be
accurately captured by the numerical scheme (without any numeri-
cal convergence issue). In our case, numerical tests show that
ΔT ¼ 50 K provides a sharp enough phase change at a reasonable
numerical cost. Naturally, this apparent heat transfer equation also

uses an effective thermal conductivity and density (more details on
this built-in AHCM can be found in the COMSOL documentation).

Following this smooth phase change approach, the shear
modulus transition from solid to liquid has also been modeled with
an shear modulus G given by

G ¼ Gl þ Gs � Gl

2
1� 2

π
arctan

T � Tm

W

� �� �
, (C12)

with the liquid shear modulus Gl ¼ 0, the solid shear modulus Gs,
the melting temperature Tm of the given phase and where the
sharpness of the transition is controlled by the typical temperature
range W (fixed to W ¼ 50 K in our case).

FIG. 14. Top and middle three figures, respectively, model’s total pressure (Prefþ +Pth) and temperature maps at t=0:44, 0:88, and 7:04 μs (from left to right) for the
model reproducing run 414. Pressure map shows reduced pressure within molten zones of the sample compared to solid ones, in agreement with the shear modulus drop
upon melting. Bottom graphs: temperature difference between minimum and maximum temperature within x-ray sampled zone vs time (divided into two figures due to the
huge temperature gradient differences vs time). This emphasizes μs-scale temperature homogenization occurring in the sample.
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6. Space and time numerical discretization

We used a mesh combined of fine boundary layer type rectan-
gular elements at the sample boundaries and a triangular mesh in
the remaining domain. Both element types were set to be increas-
ingly fine toward the sample boundaries. Diamonds and gasket are
on the contrary only meshed by coarse elements regarding the low
endured gradients. Using first order Lagrange elements for temper-
ature and elastic displacement, the total number of degrees of
freedom is of the 104 order for our numerical model.

Equations are time stepped with the built-in time-stepping
scheme based on the backward differentiation formula,63 and, at
each time step the system is solved with the sparse direct linear
solver PARDISO.64 Note that our model involves a large disparity of
time scales (down to the fs during a pulse, ns between pulses, μs for
the whole simulation duration), which can lead to numerical issues.
To ensure that our model takes correctly into account each x-ray
pulse over the whole simulation time, the model relies on the
“events” module of COMSOL, which allow specifying the occurrence
of a repeated event (forcing a small enough time step at each event).

7. Temperature gradients in sample revealed by
modeling

Differences between minimum and maximum temperatures
reached within the x-ray sampled zone can easily be followed with
our model as demonstrated in Fig. 14. Top three figures show
model temperature maps at t ¼ 0:4, 1, 7:04 μs (respectively, from
left to right) where the heat distribution evolution transmitted by
the laser pulse is highlighted. Temperature gradients around the
first 0:25 μs are as high as 14 000 K before a relative temperature
homogenization below 1000 K after half μs. Finally as described
before, a high temperature homogeneity (below 100 K) is reached
little after 7 μs. Bottom graphs of Fig. 14 are split into two parts for
visual convenience, supplementary proof of huge temperature gra-
dients endured by the sample. This underlines that despite impor-
tant gradients of thousands of kelvin, their short duration lead to
almost no chemical migration, calling attention to the fact that
chemical migration related phenomena occur at longer time scales
than 0:5 μs.
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